CLIENTS REVIEWS

Thanks a Ton for the professional service rendered by you as a property dealer
It was your keen interest and contact which has made it possible of my Organization
Pathcare Labs to find a suitable property for our lab a Baguihati.

Even after the property was finalized you have put in your effort to help us finalize the
MOU with the land lord. I appreciate you professionalism rendered to us which is expected
in a service industry. I would love to seek you professional service in my future needs.

Regards,
Animesh Mitra
Regional Sales Manager, East
Pathcarelabs Pvt Ltd

I came in contact with Remax on replying to an online ad for sale of a
residential flat at Sodpur. The purchase is in the process of being completed.
Buying a property through a property broker was something I had at one time
thought of as totally superfluous. But I soon realised that brokers with presence
all over India, are essential especially when there is a gulf of a thousand
kilometers separating buyer and seller. I feel brokers will soon play a vital and
much bigger role in bridging this gulf, and make the Indian property market
fluid so that PAN-India buying and selling of property will become easier
thereby unknowingly serving the cause of national integration.. As regards my
own experience with Remax, it has till date been a pleasant one. Much of the
paperwork and headache has been taken care of by Jaydip and Suresh of
Remax, both of whom are well-informed and prompt. I am confident they will
make the dreams of many more first-home buyers come true."
Thanks
Yours
Unnikrishnan (ITO Officer)
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EXPERIENCE WITH RE/MAX
1. I was looking for a residential property. I came across RE/MAX through internet.
The company was prompt to suggest, select, visit a particular property. The property
was chosen. The team of the Kolkata branch was extremely helpful during price
negotiation, preparation of paperwork and final negotiation in the DEAL. The deal
was struck within 72 hours only.
2.RE/MAX Kolkata team found to be thoroughly dedicated, professionally sound and
fully committed team.I thank the Boss of the team and a special appreciation goes to
shri suresh singh, the team manager who even took personal interest to ensure the
success of the deal.
3. Wish the RE/MAX Kolkata branch many more success in years to come.
LT COL GOUR CHANDRA DEY
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